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Kinetic model for sintering of supported metal particles with improved size-dependent energetics
and applications to Au on TiO2„110…
Stephen C. Parker1 and Charles T. Campbell2,*
1Department

of Physics and Astronomy, Carleton College, Northfield, Minnesota 55057, USA
2
Chemistry Department, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington 98195-1700, USA
共Received 18 September 2006; published 31 January 2007兲

A kinetic model for the sintering of metal particles on oxide or other support surfaces is derived and applied
to simulate experimental measurements of the sintering of a model gold catalyst: gold nanoparticles supported
on TiO2共110兲. It follows the pioneering work of Wynblatt and Gjostein 共WG兲, Progress in Solid State Chemistry 共1975, p. 21兲, but removes several important assumptions that create dramatic errors in sintering rates for
particles smaller than 6 nm in diameter, including 共1兲 use of the Gibbs-Thomson relation assuming that the
surface free energy of metal particles is independent of size, and 共2兲 neglect of all but the first-order terms in
a Taylor series expansion. Recent microcalorimetry measurements have shown these assumptions to be untrue
in that metal particles smaller than 6 nm have much higher surface free energies than large particles. A
modified bond-additivity model more accurately estimates particle energy versus size. This estimate was
incorporated into the kinetic model of WG and applied to simulate the sintering of Au particles on TiO2共110兲
as measured by temperature-programmed low-energy ion scattering. Our model reproduces well the broad
temperature range over which sintering typically occurs in such experiments. This is analogous to accurate
modeling of long-term sintering kinetics of metal nanoparticles under the isothermal conditions of real catalysis. These results also highlight problems with classical methods for determining the sintering mechanism
based solely upon the shape of the sintered particle-size distribution.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.75.035430

PACS number共s兲: 68.47.Jn, 68.43.Jk, 68.55.Ac, 68.60.Dv

I. INTRODUCTION

Oxide-supported metal nanoparticles are among some of
the most important heterogeneous catalysts in use today.
Among other functions, they are used for fuels conversion,
pollution cleanup, chemicals production, and “green chemistry.” Many promising catalyst systems cannot be implemented industrially or are less efficiently utilized because
sintering of the metal particles makes them inactive in the
long term. That is, as with most late transition metal particles
supported on oxides, these catalysts sinter or ripen with time,
starting from a collection of many small, highly dispersed
particles and eventually converting to their thermodynamically preferred state: fewer, larger particles.1–18
Currently there is no reliable way of predicting the sintering behavior of any given metal-on-oxide catalyst, so any
newly developed catalyst must be tested for the total duration
of its required lifetime, often on the order of 1 yr. The time
required for research and testing of a new catalyst could be
cut dramatically if there were a method of accurately predicting long-term sintering based on short-term measurements.
Thus, an accurate kinetic model for sintering is desirable.
In this paper, we present the derivation of such a kinetic
model for sintering and demonstrate its accuracy by simulating kinetic measurements of the sintering of gold nanoparticles on TiO2共110兲. We show that older models had been
handicapped by an inaccurate picture of the particle-size dependence of the free energy of metal atoms in nanoparticles.
Recent microcalorimetry experiments have made it possible
to develop a better understanding of the change in particle
energy with size and shown that a modified bond additivity
共MBA兲 model more accurately reproduces the measured heat
of adsorption, and thus the particle energies, for particles of
1098-0121/2007/75共3兲/035430共15兲

an fcc metal supported on MgO共100兲. We show how this
model can be extended to other metals 共and supports兲 and
incorporated in a mechanistically accurate sintering kinetic
model developed earlier by Wynblatt and Gjostein 共referred
to as “WG” below兲1 to markedly improve its accuracy.
Sintering of supported metal nanoparticle catalysts is generally thought to occur by one of two mechanisms:1–15 共1兲
Ostwald ripening or 共2兲 particle diffusion/coalescence. In the
Ostwald ripening mechanism, individual metal atoms
共“monomers”兲 leave a metal particle and diffuse around on
the support surface until they join another metal particle.
Since the energy per atom is lower in larger particles, metal
atoms stay longer in large particles. This ultimately leads to
the growth of larger particles at the expense of smaller particles, which decrease in size and eventually disappear, since
the smallest islands are slowly “two-dimensionally evaporated” away and added to the larger islands. The diffusing
monomer may be in the form of a metal adatom on the oxide
support, or as the metal’s carbonyl, oxide, chloride, or other
complex adsorbed on the support.1,2,4,6,10 In the particle
diffusion/coalescence mechanism, whole metal particles diffuse across the support surface until they come into contact
with another particle and coalesce.
The kinetics of catalyst sintering and the elementary steps
involved in sintering have been the subject of intensive
research.1–4,6–10,12–36Some of the best work in kinetic modeling of the sintering of supported metal particles is the work
performed many years ago by Wynblatt and Gjostein
共WG兲.1–3 It was used to explain extensive observations of Pt
sintering on alumina. Their studies included kinetic models
for both sintering mechanisms described above, with variations on both that could be applied when different elementary steps are rate determining. In general, these models de-
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scribe with rate equations the rate of change of a metal
particle’s radius 共R兲 with time. The WG models are attractive
in that they include the details of metal atom migration and
their energetics, which have been shown through many years
of subsequent study to be essential for a complete understanding of sintering. Here we will focus mainly on their
“interface-controlled” Ostwald ripening model, which is
based on classical nucleation theory.1 However, we also
show that the improvement to that model developed here can
be easily extended to their other models, where it is equally
important.
Model catalysts consisting of gold nanoparticles supported on TiO2共110兲 have been widely studied as a model of
nanoparticle Au/ TiO2 catalysts, which are active in lowtemperature CO oxidation and selective oxidation
reactions.37–41 Since there is a strong decrease in the Auarea-specific catalytic activity when the Au particles grow in
size from 2 – 3 nm to 7 – 10 nm in diameter, sintering is a
major problem for practical applications of such catalysts. As
such, there have been many studies of the sintering kinetics
and the kinetics of the elementary steps involved in sintering
of Au nanoparticles on TiO2共110兲, mainly by scanning tunnel
microscopy 共STM兲.12,21–25,29,30 It was concluded that sintering occurs mainly by the Ostwald ripening mechanism,12,21,22
although particle diffusion/coalescence also occurs, and may
even dominate in some conditions.21,23–25
Here, we also use temperature-programmed low-energy
ion scattering 共TP-LEIS兲 to monitor the sintering kinetics of
a model catalyst consisting of gold nanoparticles supported
on TiO2共110兲. TP-LEIS is an extremely surface sensitive
technique that directly measures the percentage of the oxide
surface covered by metal nanoparticles as a function of temperature during a linear heating ramp.42 This technique provides a quantitative measurement of the sintering kinetics
over a broad range of temperatures and dispersions in one
fast experiment.42 The results are simulated here using the
sintering kinetic model derived here, which much more accurately reproduces the measured sintering kinetics than earlier models, and does so using physically reasonable values
for the few adjustable parameters. A preliminary report of
some of these results has been presented elsewhere.43
II. EXPERIMENTAL

Temperature-programmed low-energy ion scattering 共TPLEIS兲 experiments were performed in a Leybold-Heraeus ultrahigh vacuum chamber described elsewhere,44 with a base
pressure of ⬃10−10 mbar. The methods for preparing the
TiO2共110兲 surface, vapor depositing Au on this surface, and
measuring the Au surface coverage were described
previously.45
In standard He+ LEIS experiments, the sample surface is
bombarded with He+ ions, while an ion energy analyzer
scans through a range of energies of the scattered He+ ions.
The He+ ion beam was generated with the LK Technologies
ion gun, run at 2.0⫻ 10−8 mbar of He with a 1250 eV beam
energy, which gave a He+ ion flux of ⬃0.2 A / cm2. The
LEIS spectra were measured with a hemispherical energy
analyzer at a scattering angle of 125°. Peaks appear in the

resulting ion-intensity spectrum for any elements in the surface, with elements at higher masses appearing at higher energies. He+ LEIS is an extremely surface sensitive technique:
scattered He+ ions have a high probability of neutralization,
and this probability approaches unity for ions that penetrate
more than ⬃0.1 nm into the electron cloud of the topmost
atomic layer before elastic scattering.45,46 This results in a
LEIS spectrum with peaks only for the elements in the topmost atomic layer of the surface. Dividing the Au LEIS peak
area for Au particles on TiO2 by that for a thick, continuous,
clean Au film provides a ratio equal to the percentage of
oxide surface covered by the Au particles.45
In the TP-LEIS experiments below, the analyzer was set
to repetitively monitor intensity at one energy 共here, the
LEIS peak energy for Au兲 with a 1.0 s sampling time, while
the sample temperature was ramped at 1 K / s. Thus, TPLEIS tracks in real time the fraction of the TiO2 surface
covered by gold particles, thus providing a direct kinetic
measure of their sintering. As temperature increases, the Au
particles sinter into thicker and larger particles that cover less
of the surface, observed as a decrease in the Au LEIS signal
with temperature 共monitored once every degree K or every
second兲. The instrumentation and methods for TP-LEIS have
been described in detail elsewhere.42

III. DERIVATION OF SINTERING KINETIC EQUATIONS

Wynblatt and Gjostein 共WG兲 derived kinetic equations for
sintering that describe the time evolution of island radii from
some initial size distribution.1 We focus in this section only
on their equations which were derived assuming that sintering is dominated by the Ostwald ripening mechanism,
whereby metal monomers detach preferentially from small
metal islands, diffuse randomly across the oxide substrate,
and attach preferentially to larger metal islands. Here, we
will refer to these diffusing monomers as metal “atoms” or
“adatoms,” but the same equations apply if they are metalligand complexes of the types mentioned above. These
monomers are assumed to have sites on the surface of both
the metal particles and the oxide substrate. These WG equations were derived in two different rate-limiting regimes: the
ripening can be rate limited either by a detachment/
attachment process of metal atoms at the edge of the island
共“interface control”兲 or by the diffusion of metal adatoms
from one island to another 共“diffusion control”兲. Each metal
island is assumed to be a spherical segment with an equilibrium shape defined by the metal/oxide contact angle,  共Fig.
1兲. The spherical radius of the island is given by R, whereas
the actual radius of the island’s interface with the oxide substrate’s surface is given by R sin  共Fig. 1兲. They derived that
the radius of each particle of interest varies in time 共t兲 in the
interface-control limit as:

冉 冊

2
R
dR sin共兲a␤⬘␤ceq
p ␥ m⍀
−1 ,
=
2
dt
␣1kTR
R*

while in the diffusion-control limit, it varies as
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FIG. 1. A schematic representation of the model used here for a
metal island on a substrate surface as a segment of a sphere 共of
radius R兲. The radius of the circular island/substrate interface is
R sin共兲, where  is the contact angle of the metal island with the
substrate.

冉 冊

2
D1␤ceq
dR
R
p ␥ m⍀
=
−1 .
3
dt ln关L/R sin共兲兴␣1kTR R*

共2兲

In Eqs. 共1兲 and 共2兲, a is the interatomic spacing, ceq
p is the
equilibrium monomer concentration on an infinitely large
metal particle, ␥m is the metal surface energy 共assumed to be
independent of radius兲, ⍀ is the atomic volume of the bulk
metal 共i.e., the molar volume of the bulk metal, easily calculated from its molar mass divided by its bulk, solid density
and Avogadro’s number兲, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the
temperature 共in K兲, R is the radius of the island, ␣1 is a
geometrical factor related to the island structure equal to 共2
− 3 cos  + cos3 兲 / 4 共see Fig. 1兲, L is the distance 共from the
island center兲 required for the monomer concentration on the
oxide substrate to reach its far-field limit of c̄s 共see Fig. 2兲,
D1 is the monomer diffusivity across the substrate, ␤⬘
= sexp关−Hsm / kT兴 共wheres is the vibrational frequency of a
monomer in a substrate site and Hsm is its diffusion barrier on
the substrate, Fig. 2兲, and ␤ = p / sexp关−Hps / kT兴 共where p
is the vibrational frequency of a monomer on a particle and
Hps is the energy difference between a monomer on the substrate and a monomer on the particle, Fig. 2兲. The term R* is
defined as the inverse of the surface average of the inverse
island radii, or R* = 1 / 具1 / R典. Note that dR / dt depends on the
value of R, and that its sign is negative when the ratio R / R*
is less than unity. Thus R* is also the critical value of R
below which particles get smaller with time, and above
which they get larger.
In the following, we outline the steps that lead to these
WG equations, but also derive slightly different equations
that remove some of the inherent assumptions that we will
prove were not justified. This leads to more accurate formulas for modeling and predicting sintering kinetics.
First, WG 共Ref. 1兲 consider a particle that has the shape of
a spherical segment, as shown in Fig. 1. The volume of such
a particle is given by V = 4 / 3R3␣1 and the surface area of
the particle is given by 4R2␣2, where ␣2 = 共1 − cos 兲 / 2.
They assumed that the particle-size probability distribution,
f共R , t兲, is continuous and that the total volume of the islands
remains constant 共since there is no incoming flux or desorption that will be adding metal into or subtracting metal from
the system兲. These two constraints on the system require that

FIG. 2. 共a兲 A schematic representation of the concentration of
adatoms on the substrate surface as well as the energetics on the
both the substrate and the particle 共from Ref. 1兲. The gray sphere
refers to a monomer on the particle, i.e., a metal atom bonded to the
edge of a particle, which is the key intermediate in transport of
metal atoms between metal particles and the support surface. For an
infinite-size particle, Eadm is just the metal’s bulk sublimation energy 共⌬Hsub兲, since sublimation is simply desorption from kink sites
on the bulk metal surface. 共b兲 A top-down view of a metal island, an
atom on its edge 共i.e., a “monomer on a particle,” shaded兲, and an
adatom on the substrate 共also shaded兲. Within a pairwise bondadditivity model where the average bond energy between two metal
atoms is Ebond, Hps = 2Ebond, and the difference in energy between
metal atoms in huge particles 共i.e., the metal’s bulk cohesive energy兲 and a monomer on a particle equals 4Ebond − Eads, where
Eads⫽the adsorption energy of a metal atom on the oxide substrate.

f

dR
f
=−
t
 R dt

冉 冊

共3兲

冕

fR3dR = constant.

共4兲

and
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Two different rates will be important in this derivation:
the net rate at which adatoms 共monomers兲 leave the substrate
to add to the particle of interest 共Jp兲 and the net rate of
diffusion of adatoms toward the particle of interest 共Js兲. The
perimeter, P, of a metal island with a spherical radius of R as
shown above is given by P = 2R sin . A concentration gradient of adatoms exists on the surface of the nearby substrate
surface as a result of energy wells at the edges of islands.
These wells exist due to the stronger bonding of atoms at the
edge of the island compared to that on the substrate surface.
When atoms reach these lower energy states, they become
trapped at these sites for a much longer time than on the rest
of the surface. The concentration of adatoms on the substrate
sites immediately adjacent to the particle will be denoted by
cs⬘, and the average concentration of adatoms far from the
cluster 共i.e., in the far-field limit兲 will be denoted by c̄s 共see
Fig. 2兲.
For a metal atom to leave a particle and go onto the substrate surface 共or vice versa兲, it passes through a transient
intermediate state referred to by WG as a “monomer on the
particle,” shown as the gray sphere in Fig. 2. Following WG,
we take the definition of this monomer on the particle to be
a metal atom on the edge of the particle that only has two
nearest-neighbor bonds to other metal atoms in the particle
but is also bonded to the support 共substrate兲. Neglecting all
but nearest-neighbor interactions, the energy of this intermediate is independent of particle size. The strict definition of
the structure of this species is not important, provided that
one is consistent in calculating 共and considering兲 its energetics throughout the derivation, since its exact energy will not
appear in the final rate equations below. The concentration of
monomers on the particle will be denoted by cp.
The net rate of adatom addition onto the particle of interest can be found by taking the difference between the number of adatoms moving onto the particle and the number of
adatoms moving off the particle. The activation barrier for an
adatom to move from a site on the oxide substrate onto a
particle’s edge 共i.e., to become a “monomer on the particle”兲
is assumed to be equal to the diffusion barrier of a metal
adatom on the substrate, Hsm 共Fig. 2兲. The energetic difference between a monomer on the particle 共i.e., at an edge site兲
and an adatom on the substrate is given by Hps 共uphill in
energy to detach from the particle兲, so therefore the activation barrier for the monomer to break free from the particle
and move onto to the substrate will be just Hps + Hsm 共Fig. 2兲.
The rate for an elementary process can be found from the
concentration of the reactant state, the energetic barrier it
must overcome, and the number of sites into which the transition can take place. Therefore, the rate onto the particle is
given by cs⬘aP␤⬘, which is just the product of the total number of adatoms on the oxide surface sites immediately adjacent to the sites for binding onto the edge of an island of
perimeter length P 共cs⬘aP兲and the rate constant ␤⬘. In a similar fashion, the rate leaving the particle is given by cp Pa␤␤⬘.
Taking the difference between these two contributions gives
us that the net rate onto the particle Jp is
Jp = 2R sin共兲a␤⬘共cs⬘ − cp␤兲 = X共cs⬘ − cp␤兲,
where X = 2R sin共兲a␤⬘.

共5兲

The second important rate, the net rate at which adatoms
on the substrate diffuse toward a particle, can be found by
examining the concentration gradient near an island. Using
Fick’s Law of diffusion, one can say that the rate toward the
particle through a circle around it at radius r is given by Js
= 2rD1共dc / dr兲. By separating out the relevant variables to
each side of this equation, we have: 共Js / 2r兲dr = D1dc. Integrating 共with the radii limits of R to L and with the respective
concentration limits of cs⬘ and c̄s兲, and solving for Js gives
Js =

2D1
共c̄s − cs⬘兲 = Y共c̄s − cs⬘兲,
ln关L/R sin共兲兴

共6兲

where
Y=

2D1
.
ln关L/R sin共兲兴

If we assume that the adatom concentration immediately
adjacent to a particle quickly establishes a steady state value,
dcs⬘ / dt ⬇ 0, then we can set Jp ⫽ Js and solve for cs⬘. It can
then be substituted into Eq. 共5兲 to give
Jp =

XY
共c̄s − cp␤兲.
X+Y

共7兲

The concentrations c̄s and cp can be expressed in terms of
the concentration of monomers on the support in equilibrium
with infinite size particle 共cseq兲, and the concentration of
monomers on a particle 共i.e., the key intermediates at particle
edge sites兲 at equilibrium for an infinite size particle 共ceq
p 兲.
From Fig. 2, we see that the energy difference between a
monomer on the support and metal atom at a kink site on an
infinite particle is ⌬Hsub − Eads, and that the energy difference
between a monomer on the support and metal atom at a kink
site on an infinite particle is ⌬Hsub − Eads − Hps, where ⌬Hsub
is the bulk metal’s sublimation energy 共i.e., the metal atom’s
adsorption energy on a metal particle, Eadm, for an infinitesize particle兲 and Eads is the adsorption energy of a metal
adatom on the support. Neglecting the small vibrational entropy differences between these species, cseq equals exp关
s
−共⌬Hsub − Eads兲 / kT兴 / a2, and ceq
p equals exp关−共⌬Hsub − Ead
2
− Hps兲 / kT兴 / a . 共This can be proven by equating adsorption/
desorption rates into the gas phase for atoms in the surface of
a bulk metal solid and comparing to the expression for those
rates for a monomer on a particle, assuming unit sticking
probability in both cases.兲
Following WG, we will assume that the chemical potential 共兲 of the metal atoms in a metal particle with a radius of
curvature of R is different from that in a metal particle of
infinite radius 共i.e., bulklike兲 in the same way it would for an
atomic liquid, and so is given by

共R兲 − 共⬁兲 =

2 ␥ m⍀
,
R

共8兲

where ␥m is the surface free energy of the metal.2,3 This is
called the “Gibbs-Thomson relation” by WG.2 Remember
that the chemical potential of diffusing adatoms or monomers in equilibrium with a particle of radius of curvature R
must equal 共R兲, but also must vary as kT ln共concentration兲.
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Combined with Eq. 共8兲, this gives a relationship for the concentration of adatoms on the substrate in equilibrium with a
particle of radius R*,

冋 册 冋

册

2 ␥ m⍀
2 ␥ m⍀
= cseq 1 +
+ ¯ ,
*
kTR
kTR*

c̄s = cseqexp

共9兲

and a similar expression for the concentration of monomers
on a particle of radius R,

冋 册 冋

cp = ceq
p exp

册

2 ␥ m⍀
2 ␥ m⍀
+ ¯ ,
= ceq
p 1+
kTR
kTR

冉 冋 册

冋 册冊

2 ␥ m⍀
2 ␥ m⍀
XY
cseqexp
− ␤ceq
p exp
*
X+Y
kTR
kTR

. 共11兲

When recognizing that cseq = ␤ceq
p 共note that ␤ is just the
equilibrium constant for the interconversion between adatoms on the substrate and monomers on the particle兲, Eq.
共11兲 can be reduced to
Jp =

冉 冋 册 冋 册冊

2 ␥ m⍀
2 ␥ m⍀
XY
␤ceq exp
− exp
X+Y p
kTR*
kTR

.

共12兲

At this point, it becomes useful to examine the two different rate-limiting regimes. When X  Y, the rate will be
limited by diffusion, whereas when Y  X, it will be limited
by the interface. In the interface control limit, Jp reduces to

冉 冋 册 冋 册冊

Jp = Y ␤ceq
p exp

2 ␥ m⍀
2 ␥ m⍀
− exp
kTR*
kTR

,

共13兲

while the diffusion limit reduces to

冉 冋 册 冋 册冊

Jp = X␤ceq
p exp

2 ␥ m⍀
2 ␥ m⍀
− exp
*
kTR
kTR

冉

冊

冉 冊

dV d 4 3
dR
=
 R ␣ 1 = 4  R 2␣ 1
= Jp⍀.
dt dt 3
dt

共15兲

Upon substituting Jp into this equation and solving for
dR / dt, the interface-controlled time rate of change of island
radius is

冉 冋 册 冋 册冊

2 ␥ m⍀
2 ␥ m⍀
dR sin共兲a␤⬘␤ceq
p ⍀
exp
− exp
=
*
dt
2 ␣ 1R
kTR
kTR

共10兲

where in each case a Taylor series expansion is used. These
equations are analogous to the Kelvin equation for the radius
dependence of the equilibrium vapor pressure above a liquid
droplet.47
WG used only the first two terms in the Taylor expansions
of Eqs. 共9兲 and 共10兲, but that assumption is incorrect for very
small particles, since the exponential term is not 1 when
the particle diameter is less than 10 nm. For instance, in the
example of Pb that we show later, the exponent is ⬃10 for a
2 nm diameter Pb island at 300 K. We will not use the Taylor
expansion of these terms and will derive alternative equations using instead the full exponentials in our treatment.
Substituting the expressions in the left sides of Eqs. 共9兲
and 共10兲 into Eq. 共7兲, gives
Jp =

change of volume of an island of radius R as

.

共16a兲
It is this equation that we will be using below when examining what we will call the “Gibbs-Thomson model” or “GT
model.” We therefore rewrite it in simpler form as

冉 冋 册冊冉 冋 册 冋 册冊

− Etot
dR K
exp
=
dt R
kT

exp

2 ␥ m⍀
2 ␥ m⍀
− exp
*
kTR
kTR

,

共16b兲
where K = 关共2 sin 兲共P兲共⍀兲兴 / 关共2 − 3 cos  + cos 兲共a兲兴, and
Etot is the sum of all the activation energies in the express
s
sions for ceq
p , ␤, and ␤⬘ : Etot = 共⌬Hsub − Ead − Hps兲 + Hps + Hm
s
s
= ⌬Hsub − Ead + Hm. Thus, Etot is just the metal’s bulk sublimation enthalpy 共⌬Hsub兲 minus the adsorption energy of a
monomer on the support 共Eads兲 plus the diffusion activation
energy of a metal monomer atom on the support 共Hsm兲. Importantly, neither Etot nor Eq. 共16b兲 includes the energy of
the key intermediate 共i.e., the monomer at the particle edge兲,
since Hps cancels in Etot.
Note that Eq. 共16兲 takes a very different form than Eq. 共1兲
because we did not approximate the exponential term with
just the first-order term in its Taylor series expansion as done
by WG. We show below that higher-order terms are very
important. In the equations above, ␥m could be defined by a
single quantity that is appropriate for all island sizes as done
by WG, but it could also be considered a function of R.
Observations from recent adsorption microcalorimetric data
in our group bring into serious question the assumption of
constant surface free energy below 6 nm diameter,43 which
requires either treating ␥m as a function of R or using a
different expression for the chemical potential of metal atoms in particles of radius R. We treat this issue next.
3

A. The chemical potential of a metal atom in a metal
nanoparticle of radius R

.

共14兲

Since we will be using the interface-control limit in the
simulations outlined later in this paper, we will discuss only
this limit in the rest of this section. The same analysis could
be carried out for the diffusion limit, but it is not shown. One
of the constraints mentioned in the beginning of this derivation was that the total volume of the islands was conserved
共i.e., no metal desorption or impingement onto the surface兲.
Depending on the size of a given island, each individual
island will either grow or shrink. The amount by which the
volume of a particle 共V兲 will change is proportional to the net
rate to the particle, Jp. We can write down the time rate of

The heat of adsorption of Pb atoms versus coverage on
MgO共100兲 have been measured by Starr et al. at 300 K 共Ref.
48兲 and ⬃150 K.49 At both temperatures, the Pb atoms rapidly diffuse and form three-dimensional 共3D兲 particles, with
fewer, larger particles forming at 300 K. We used wellcalibrated quantitative Auger spectroscopy data to estimate
the average size of the Pb particles on the surface versus Pb
coverage, and replotted the heat of adsorption versus Pb coverage as heat of adsorption versus average particle effective
radius.43 That plot is reproduced in Fig. 3. It assumes that the
Pb particles are hemispherical caps, an assumption that is
qualitatively supported by the contact angle estimated from
their measured adhesion energy.48
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between the heat of metal atom adsorption onto hemispherical metal islands of radius R and the heat of adsorption onto
the bulk metal 共infinitely large islands兲, which is its bulk
sublimation enthalpy 关⌬Hsub = 195.2 kJ/ mol for solid Pb
共Ref. 52兲兴. Rearranging Eq. 共17兲 gives
⌬Hads共R兲 = ⌬Hsub − E共R兲 = ⌬Hsub −

FIG. 3. A comparison between experimental microcalorimetry
data for the heat of adsorption versus metal particle radius for Pb
adsorption on Pb particles on MgO共100兲 and the two different theoretical models outlined in the text. The Gibbs-Thomson or GT
model of Eq. 共17兲 assumes that ␥m can be represented by a single
value for all sizes of islands. This is seen to fit the experimental data
very poorly at small radii. In contrast, the modified bond-additivity
model or MBA model 共see details in text兲 is a much better estimate
for the experimental data.

Figure 3 also compares these measured energetics to those
predicted by the GT relation, Eq. 共8兲 above, assuming that
the surface energy of Pb is equal to its bulk 共large R兲 value,
independent of radius. One can see the very poor agreement
between this GT model and the calorimetric data below 3 nm
radius. Here we have used for Pb’s surface energy the value
of 59 J / cm2 reported by Tyson and Miller.50 The more recent 共and no doubt more accurate兲 value of 44 J / cm2 reported by Bombis et al.51 would give even poorer agreement
between this GT relation and the experimental data in Fig. 3.
Let us clarify the assumptions made in plotting the chemical potential of Eq. 共8兲 on this adsorption enthalpy axis in
Fig. 3. The GT relation states that the chemical potential
共molar free energy兲 of a metal atom in a particle of radius R,
共R兲, differs from that in an infinite radius particle, 共⬁兲, by
共R兲 − 共⬁兲 = 共2␥m⍀兲 / R, where ␥m is the surface free energy
of the metal. Since there are only vibrational contributions to
the entropy of these solid particles, and since the vibrational
entropy of a solid metal makes a small contribution to its free
energy compared to its enthalpy differences in Fig. 3, we can
safely assume that the metal’s entropy changes only negligibly with radius. Thus, we can equate this molar free energy
共chemical potential兲 difference to the molar enthalpy difference, H共R兲 − H共⬁兲, and thus to the difference in measured
adsorption enthalpies, −共⌬Hads共R兲 − ⌬Hads共⬁兲兲, which we
will refer to below as simply E共R兲,

共R兲 − 共⬁兲 =

2 ␥ m⍀
= H共R兲 − H共⬁兲 = − 关⌬Hads共R兲
R
− ⌬Hads共⬁兲兴 = E共R兲.

共17a兲

The quantity E共R兲, defined in Eq. 共17兲, is just the difference

2 ␥ m⍀
.
R

共17b兲

We calculated ⌬Hads共R兲 for the GT model in Fig. 3 using this
expression, assuming that ␥m is independent of particle radius at its bulk value and using the bulk density of solid Pb
共11.4 g / cm3兲 to get its atomic volume, ⍀.
As written, Eq. 共17兲 neglects the energy of the flat face of
the hemisphere that touches the substrate, which for Fig. 3 is
equivalent to setting the Pb/ MgO共100兲 adhesion energy at
this face equal to the Pb-Pb adhesion energy, or twice Pb’s
surface energy. This is a reasonable assumption, since the
Pb/ MgO共100兲 adhesion energy is ⬃77 J / cm2,48 and Pb’s
surface energy is 44 J / cm2.51 Nevertheless, this slightly
underestimates the energy difference, E共R兲. Including the
Pb/ MgO共100兲 adhesion energy of 77 J / cm2 in this calculation would have the equivalent effect of changing the factor of 2 in Eqs. 共8兲 and 共17兲 to a 2.13. If the Pb/ MgO共100兲
adhesion energy were instead zero, the lowest value it could
possibly take, and included in Eqs. 共8兲 and 共17兲, it would be
equivalent to changing the factor of 2 instead to 3. To make
sure that we did not underestimate the magnitude of this
surface energy correction in Fig. 3, we have used the older
value of Pb’s surface energy in making Fig. 3 关i.e.,
59 J / cm2 共Ref.50兲兴 instead of the much newer value 关
44 J / cm2 共Ref. 51兲兴. This is numerically equivalent to replacing the factor of 2 in Eqs. 共8兲 and 共17兲 with 2.67 but
using the surface energy of 44 J / cm2. This sets an upper
limit on the correction needed to relax our neglect of the
surface energy at the Pb/ MgO共100兲 interface, and thus minimizes the disagreement between the GT model and the experimental data in Fig. 3.
Still, there is very poor agreement between the GT model
and the calorimetric data seen in Fig. 3 for particles below
3 nm in radius 共6 nm in diameter兲. This implies something
very important about the surface free energy of the particles
as grown on the surface: the surface free energy is not constant and instead increases strongly with decreasing radius of
the islands below about 6 nm. For example, note that the
measured heat of adsorption at ⬃1 nm radius 共2 nm diameter兲 is ⬃60 kJ/ mol smaller than expected if the surface energy is independent of particle radius.
The reason for this huge error is the fact that the surfaces
of particles near 1 nm in radius have a larger fraction of high
energy, coordinatively unsaturated metal atoms 共i.e., at kinks,
corners, etc.兲 than do very large particles 共which are dominated by low surface energy facets兲. This is also the origin of
the well-known difference in surface energies between different crystal faces.53,54 In agreement with the direction of
our data, recent experimental measurements for free Ag
nanoparticles suggested a surface energy that is sixfold
higher than bulk Ag surfaces.55 This is reminiscent of the
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strong particle-size dependence of the melting point of clusters in this size range.56,57
The magnitude of energy changes with radius in Fig. 3
highlights the error associated with neglecting the secondand higher-order terms in the Taylor expansions of Eqs. 共9兲
and 共10兲, as done by WG to get Eqs. 共1兲 and 共2兲. Neglecting
these terms is equivalent to assuming that 共R兲 − 共⬁兲 is
small compared to kT. Inspection of the heat data in Fig. 3
proves that this is clearly not the case below 1000 K for
particles smaller than 5 nm in diameter. Therefore, in the
simulations below, we will use the more complex version of
Eq. 共16兲, which can be used for all temperatures and particle
radii.
Figure 3 clearly shows that the assumption of constant ␥m
when using Eq. 共16b兲 above, as in the WG model, will lead
to huge errors in the relative sintering rates of 1 nm versus
10 nm particles. To correct these errors, we recently introduced an approximation that gives radius-dependent chemical potentials for use in Eq. 共16a兲, which are much closer to
measured values,43 as shown in Fig. 3. We call this approximation the “modified bond-additivity model” or “MBA
model.” In this model, the energies of discrete, compact clusters were calculated, assuming nearest-neighbor bond additivity, setting all metal-metal bond energies equal to their
bulk value 共1/6 of the sublimation energy of the bulk solid
Pb兲. Very stable cluster shapes were chosen by adding successive hexagonal close-packed layers in fcc packing 共after
the first two layers兲, with the number of atoms in each layer
starting from the top given by: 1 , 3 , 7 , 12, . . . 共i.e., each new
underlayer providing a threefold hollow site for each atom in
the layer above兲, as shown in Fig. 4. The effective radius, R,
of each such cluster was calculated from its volume 共V兲 assuming hemispherical shape: V⫽the number of atoms in a
cluster times ⍀ = 2R3 / 3. The energies for other cluster sizes
were assumed to vary linearly with radius between those
computed for these very compact 共pyramidal兲 clusters, thus
modifying true bond-additivity, since surface atoms on less
compact islands will clearly have a larger degree of coordinative unsaturation, and so their energies will be larger. For
the MBA model in Fig. 3, the Pb-Pb bond energies were
taken to equal 32.5 kJ/ mol, or 1/6 of the sublimation energy
of bulk, solid Pb, 195.2 kJ/ mol.52 As can be seen, this MBA
model gives a better approximation to the experimental data
for small island sizes 共⬍5 nm diameter兲 than does the GT
relation. We explained previously43 that errors associated
with the assumptions in the MBA model roughly compensate, so that it gives reasonable agreement with the experimental heat data.
This agreement justifies use of this MBA model with
other face-centered cubic 共fcc兲 metals where the calorimetry
data are not yet available 共as we do below for gold兲, at least
for qualitative understanding of the effect of their particle
size on energy. We do this by scaling the particle energetics
found for Pb 共Fig. 3兲 by their metal-metal bond strength 共or
bulk sublimation energy兲, and scaling their effective radii by
⍀1/3, both normalized to the values for Pb. Extrapolating in
this way from Pb to other fcc metals, namely the noble and
late transition metals, is justified by Yang and dePristo,54
who showed that these fcc metals and Pb have a very similar
relationship between a metal atom’s energy and its nearestneighbor coordination number 共CN兲.

FIG. 4. The successive stacking of hexagonal close-packed layers in fcc packing, as used in the MBA model. 共a兲 A metal island
with 11 atoms as viewed from above. 共b兲 A layer of atoms is added
to the bottom of the existing island. One can count that 12 atoms
共darker circles兲 must be added in order to preserve the pyramid
shape of the island. When adding these 12 atoms, 45 metal-metal
bonds are formed.

Figure 5 shows the resulting energy versus particle size
for Au nanoparticles calculated by this MBA model, and
contrasts it with the predictions of the constant ␥m model 共or
GT model兲. Since the heat of sublimation of gold is

FIG. 5. A comparison of the heat of Au adsorption versus Au
island size for Au islands on TiO2共110兲 calculated using the GT
model, Eq. 共17兲, and the modified bond-additivity 共MBA兲 model.
Also shown is the GT model where the factor of 2 in Eq. 共17兲 was
replaced with 2.67 共see text兲.
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368 kJ/ mol,52 the Au-Au bond energy is 1/6 of this for the
MBA model, or 61.3 kJ/ mol. The GT model in Fig. 5 uses
the reported surface free energy of bulk solid Au of
140 J / cm2.50,58 共Egry et al. reported a value of 115 J / cm2
for liquid gold,59 which is consistent with this value.50兲
These energies will be used in simulating our measured kinetics for Au on TiO2共110兲 below. We also show in Fig. 5 the
GT energies that would result if we replaced the factor of 2
in Eqs. 共8兲 and 共17兲 with 2.67, which sets an upper limit on
the correction needed to compensate for this GT model’s
neglect of the surface energy of the flat face of the hemisphere that touches the substrate 共see above兲. Relative to the
large difference between the MBA and GT models, this is a
very small effect, and will be neglected below.
The important quantity that we will need to take from
Figs. 3 and 5 is E共R兲, the difference between the heat of
adsorption 共chemical potential兲 for an island of radius R and
that for the bulk 共islands with infinite radius兲. One should
notice that by using this MBA model for particles smaller
than 4 nm in diameter, E共R兲 becomes much larger than
2␥m⍀ / R calculated using the bulk value of ␥m. This will
dramatically affect the magnitude of dR / dt, which will in
turn affect the temperature range over which the sintering of
the films will occur. As an approximation, we will use this
MBA model below to estimate the effect of the increase in
free energy with decreasing radius on sintering kinetics.
B. Simulations of sintering kinetics during a linear
temperature ramp

We first examine the effect of this change in E共R兲 by
comparing the predicted sintering kinetics of some model
systems with and without this change using the interface
control limit of the Ostwald ripening model. Using a radiusindependent surface energy in this model gave Eq. 共16兲
above, which we rewrite as follows 共constant ␥ or GT
model兲:

冉 冋 册冊冉 冋 册 冋 册冊

− Etot
dR K
=
exp
dt R
kT

exp

2 ␥ m⍀
2 ␥ m⍀
− exp
*
kTR
kTR

共18兲
for direct comparison to the related expression obtained following the same derivation but without using the substitution
of Eq. 共8兲 共i.e., without the use of the GT relation兲,

冉 冋 册冊冉 冋
冋
册冊

− Etot
dR K
=
exp
dt R
kT
− exp

exp

共R兲 − 共⬁兲
kT

共R*兲 − 共⬁兲
kT

册

,

共19a兲

or the equivalent but simpler expression 共general model兲 using E共R兲 as defined above,

冉 冋 册冊冉 冋 册 冋 册冊

− Etot
dR K
exp
=
dt R
kT

exp

E共R*兲
E共R兲
− exp
kT
kT

.

共19b兲
We will use the MBA model to calculate E共R兲 in Eq. 共19b兲.

A computer program that starts with a Gaussian distribution of islands sizes was written to propagate these differential equations in time by finite-difference methods. By raising the temperature a tiny amount 共B*⌬t兲 at each time step,
where B is the heating rate, we used this program to model a
typical TP-LEIS measurement at constant heating rate 共B
= 1 K / s兲. Note that Etot = ⌬Hsub − Eads + Hsm and
K=

sin共兲p⍀
2 ␣ 1a

are the only adjustable parameters in using Eqs. 共18兲 and
共19兲. Since diffusion energies are typically 10 to 40% of
adsorption energies,60–62 and since density function theory
共DFT兲 calculations for Pd on MgO共100兲 gave a diffusion
barrier that is 25% of its adsorption energy,63,64 we will take
Hsm to be 0.25 Eads below. This simplifies Etot to Etot
= ⌬Hsub − 0.75Eads. Instead of quoting the value of K that was
used below, we will quote the value of p instead. This prefactor will generally be taken to be 1012 to 1014 s−1, typical
values found for such processes.36,60,63–65 The only other adjustable parameter in K is , the contact angle, which we
have assumed to be  = 90° in the simulations below. Unless
 gets very small, it only weakly affects K, and in any case
can be compensated by changing the parameter p. Changing
 from 90° to 45° increases K by a factor of 6, so decreasing
p sixfold would compensate for this.
We will use the sintering of Pb particles on MgO共100兲 as
an example system to show the effects on kinetics of initial
island size distributions, kinetic parameters, and choice of
E共R兲 model. For this system, we first take p = 6 ⫻ 1012 s−1
and Etot = 141 kJ/ mol. Since ⌬Hsub = 196 kJ/ mol for Pb, this
value of Etot共= ⬃ ⌬Hsub − 0.75Eads兲 implies that Eads =
⬃ 73 kJ/ mol. This adsorption energy equals that estimated
from the surface residence time of Pb adatoms on MgO共100兲
at 280 K measured here66 using the apparatus and procedure
described in Ref. 67. 共This estimate assumed a prefactor for
desorption of 4 ⫻ 1014 s−1.兲
Figure 6 shows a direct comparison of the sintering kinetics within the GT and MBA models for Pb/ MgO共100兲. In
these plots, we have again estimated Etot = 141 kJ/ mol and
p = 6 ⫻ 1012 s−1. The initial radii of the particles are given by
a Gaussian distribution with 具R典 = 0.6 nm, and the full width
at half maximum 共FWHM兲 of the distribution was 0.2 nm.
From this figure, it is quite obvious that the MBA model
markedly expands the range over which Ostwald ripening
occurs to lower temperatures. This temperature range is
twice as wide in absolute temperature. This broader temperature range is required because of the dramatic decrease in
metal atom stability for the small particles initially present
共Fig. 3兲.
Figure 7 shows directly the effect of changing the initial
average radii of the particles. The FWHM of the particle
distributions was held constant at 0.2 nm. Four different values of 具R典 are plotted: 1.1 nm, 2.1 nm, 3.1 nm, and 8.1 nm.
Again, Etot = 141 kJ/ mol and p = 6 ⫻ 1012 s−1. As can be
seen, when 具R典 gets smaller, the onset temperature for Ostwald ripening decreases dramatically to lower temperatures.
Again, this is directly related to Fig. 3.
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FIG. 6. A comparison of the Ostwald ripening of Pb particles on
MgO共100兲 when heated at 1 K / s, within the GT model and the
MBA model, assuming Etot = 141 kJ/ mol 共see text兲 and p = 6
⫻ 1012 s−1. The initial island size distribution had a mean radius of
具R典 = 0.6 nm and had the same FWHM of 0.2 nm. The temperature
range of sintering is shown to be much broader for the MBA model.

We also tested the effect of the width of the initial island
size distributions on sintering kinetics within the MBA
model. The mean radii of these distributions were held constant at 具R典 = 3.1 nm, but the FWHM was varied from 1.7 nm
to 0.2 nm. The onset of the sintering occurred slightly earlier
for the wider island size distribution, since it includes
smaller islands that will ripen at lower temperatures. Once

FIG. 7. Ostwald ripening of Pb particles on MgO共100兲 when
heated at 1 K / s, as predicted by the MBA model for island size
distributions of different initial mean radii, assuming Etot
= 141 kJ/ mol 共see text兲 and p = 6 ⫻ 1012 s−1. The distributions all
had the same FWHM of 0.2 nm. The distributions that included
islands with smaller radii began to thicken at a lower temperature.

FIG. 8. Ostwald ripening of Pb particles on MgO共100兲 when
heated at 1 K / s, as predicted by the MBA model while varying the
energetic parameter Etot. The initial size distributions all had the
same mean radius of 具R典 = 3.1 nm and FWHM of 1.7 nm.

these smaller islands have sintered, though, the films all
thickened at nearly the same rate.
Figure 8 shows the effect of Etot. The mean radius of the
distribution is fixed for all the plots at 具R典 = 3.1 nm and p
= 6 ⫻ 1012 s−1, while Etot is varied between 125 kJ/ mol and
158 kJ/ mol. Decreasing Etot decreases the mean temperature
at which the film sinters. The width of the temperature range
of the sintering does not change dramatically, only the average temperature at which the film ripens.
Figure 9 shows the result of varying the prefactor p.
When varying the prefactor over four orders of magnitude,

FIG. 9. Ostwald ripening of Pb particles on MgO共100兲 when
heated at 1 K / s, as predicted by the MBA model, for different
values of the prefactor p. The initial size distributions all had the
same mean radius of 具R典 = 3.1 nm FWHM of 1.7 nm.
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the mean temperature at which the film sinters changes by
⬃200 K. The other parameters 共Etot = 141 kJ/ mol and 具R典
= 3.1 nm兲 were held constant here. The temperature range of
thickening also narrows as p increases.
C. Kinetics of Ostwald ripening in other regimes and of
particle diffusion/coalescence

The treatment of sintering kinetics by WG 共Refs. 1–3兲
covered a number of other kinetic limits of the Ostwaldripening mechanism beyond the “interface-controlled” limit
discussed above. Since the factor e兵共R兲−共⬁兲其/kT also appears
in those rate expressions, it is also very important to include
in them a proper treatment of the dramatic particle-size effect
on 共R兲 mentioned above. This could be included in an approximate way using the MBA model described above, and
should provide a dramatic improvement for particles smaller
than 6 nm in diameter.
It is equally important to properly treat this dramatic
particle-size effect on metal atom energy in kinetic models
for sintering mechanisms dominated by particle diffusion/
agglomeration instead of Ostwald ripening. This is because
the factor e兵共R兲−共⬁兲其/kT also appears directly in the rate expression for sintering by that mechanism, at least when the
particle diffusion mechanism requires monomer diffusion
around the perimeter of the particle.13,14 This arises from the
particle-size dependence of the diffusion rate constant for
particle diffusion across the oxide, which has been written
as13,14:
D共R兲 =

冋

册

3⍀2
共R兲 − 共⬁兲
Dc⬁exp
,
R4
kT

共20兲

where D is a constant. It is clear from Fig. 3 that one cannot
neglect the particle-size effect in the surface energy 共i.e.,
assume the surface energy is a constant兲 when calculating
共R兲 in this equation. Since this size effect is huge 共see
above兲 and enters in the resulting kinetic equations in an
Arrhenius-like form 共i.e., exponentially兲, it is a very serious
error for small particle sizes. Again, using the MBA model
should provide a much better approximation and should improve substantially any kinetic model based on this equation.
We next show that use of the MBA model greatly improves the agreement between experimental measurements
of sintering kinetics and simulations, for a system where the
Ostwald ripening mechanism dominates.
D. Measured and simulated sintering kinetics of Au
nanoparticles on TiO2„110…

Figure 10 shows TP-LEIS measurements of the sintering
kinetics of Au nanoparticles on TiO2共110兲 at 300 K, with a
heating rate of 1.0 K / s, for three different total Au coverages
between 0.13 to 0.75 ML. The Au was vapor deposited in
ultrahigh vacuum on the clean, stoichiometric TiO2共110兲 surface, which results in nanoparticles of Au, as shown
previously.45 LEIS directly measures the fraction of the surface covered by metal islands, thus providing the same measure of metal dispersion as simulated in Figs. 6–9 above. The
resulting TP-LEIS measurements for all coverages show that

FIG. 10. A comparison of experimental TP-LEIS data 共at a heating rate of 1 K / s兲 for Au particles on TiO2共110兲 with the MBA
and GT Ostwald ripening models. The Au coverages are in units
of ML, where 1 ML is defined as the Au共111兲 packing density,
1.39⫻ 1015 atoms/ cm2. For all simulations, Etot = 327 kJ/ mol in the
MBA model and 240 kJ/ mol in the GT model. Initial size distributions and prefactors were, from the bottom curve up, 0.13 ML,
具R典 = 0.45 nm, FWHM= 0.20 nm, vp = 4 ⫻ 1012 s−1; 0.39 ML: 具R典
= 0.64 nm, FWHM= 0.60 nm, vp = 4 ⫻ 1012 s−1; and 0.75 ML: 具R典
= 0.75 nm, FWHM= 1.15 nm, vp = 4 ⫻ 1012 s−1.

sintering starts below ⬃400 K and continues with a nearly
constant rate of decrease in the Au area fraction until
⬃900 K. The lowest coverage result has been presented
previously.43
We now argue that the Au dispersion is proportional to
this Au TP-LEIS signal, and both are inversely proportional
to the average Au particle radius. Dispersion is defined as the
fraction of the Au atoms that are on the exposed particles’
surfaces, so it is proportional to the area:volume ratio of the
gold. This is the product of the Au area per particle 共aAu兲
times the number density of particles 共N⫽number per unit
substrate area兲, divided by the Au volume per unit substrate
area. We assume that the total volume of Au remains constant 共i.e., no significant loss of Au from the surface region
during TP-LEIS兲. This is justified by the fact that Au desorption was not observed 共with a line-of-sight mass spectrometer兲 below 900 K. Also, Mitchell et al.21 concluded that
desorption does not compete with sintering until above
873 K for this system. Therefore, Au dispersion is proportional to aAu times N. We further assume that the Au particles
retain a fixed shape of either hemispheres or cylindrical discs
of fixed thickness-to-diameter ratio, so that aAu is proportional to particle radius squared, and N is inversely proportional to the volume per particle 共or particle radius cubed兲.
Thus, dispersion is inversely proportional to radius, R. The
Au LEIS signal is proportional to N times the area per Au
particle projected onto the substrate surface, R2, so the Au
LEIS signal also is inversely proportional to radius. Therefore, the Au dispersion is proportional to the LEIS signal.
The observed linear decrease in Au TP-LEIS signal with
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time 共temperature兲 in Fig. 10 thus indicates that the Au dispersion decreases linearly with time, that the average Au
particle radius increases linearly with time, and that the number density of Au particles decreases as time cubed.
We now try to use the Ostwald ripening kinetic model,
coupled with the metal energy versus particle size discussed
above, to simulate these TP-LEIS data. Note that Ostwald
ripening is thought to be the dominant mechanism for sintering of Au on TiO2共110兲 under conditions like those here
where the main sintering occurs 共500– 900 K in UHV兲.12,21,22
The numerical simulations were performed as described
above, using Eq. 共19兲 for the MBA model and, for comparison, Eq. 共18兲 for the GT model. The energy versus Au particle size, E共R兲, for the MBA model used was shown in Fig.
5.
The adjustable parameters needed for this simulation are
the initial island size distribution, their contact angle , Etot,
and P. Large gold clusters on TiO2共110兲 were estimated to
have an equilibrium contact angle of 120°,15 but small clusters should have a smaller contact angle,68,69 so we estimated
 = 90° 共i.e., hemispherical particles兲 here and did not adjust
it further. Once the hemispherical island shape is assumed,
two relations were used to estimate the average initial Au
particle radius 共Rav兲 and particle number density: 共1兲 the
measured initial LEIS Au area fraction 共0.095 at this cover2
兲 times their numage兲 equals the average particle area 共Rav
3
ber density. 共2兲 The island volume 共2 / 3Rav
兲 times their
number density equals the total Au coverage of 0.13 times
the thickness on one Au ML of 0.235 nm45 These were used
to estimate a particle radius of 0.45 nm and number density
of 1.4⫻ 1013 / cm2. The average initial radius of Au clusters
grown on TiO2共110兲 at similar coverage and deposition conditions was estimated by 共STM兲 共Ref. 12兲 and highresolution scanning electron microscopy 共HRSEM兲 共Ref. 15兲
to be about 1 nm. The average radius estimated from the
LEIS data here is slightly smaller, possibly because those
techniques would have missed the smallest particles. The
number density of islands does not affect the sintering rates
within this “interface-control” model, which assumes that
monomer diffusion on the oxide is fast compared to detachment from island edges. We assumed that the as-deposited
Au islands had a Gaussian distribution of radii, with the average being 0.45 nm as estimated above, and with a FWHM
of 0.20 nm.
At the two higher Au coverages in Fig. 10 共0.39 and
0.75 ML兲, the measured initial LEIS Au area fractions 共0.18
and 0.25, respectively兲 were used to estimate the initial average particle sizes, assuming that the initial number density
of Au particles at 300 K is the same as at the lower coverage
共1.4⫻ 1013 / cm2兲. During growth of Au on stoichiometric
TiO2共110兲 at 300 K, the number density of islands stays
fairly constant with coverage in this range.12,15 Again, the
particles were assumed to be hemispherical caps. This gave
average island radii of 0.64 and 0.75 nm, respectively. Note
that these radii and island densities are also consistent with
the total Au coverages, within experimental error, verifying
the assumption that the initial number density of islands was
nearly independent of total Au coverage. It was further assumed that the width of the initial particle radii distributions

increased proportional to the total Au coverage, from the
value of 0.20 nm at 0.13 ML. This gives widths 共FWHM兲 of
0.60 and 1.15 nm at 0.39 and 0.75 ML, respectively.
The parameters Etot and P were adjusted to get a reasonable fit of the simulation to the lowest coverage TP-LEIS
data. Figure 10 shows the resulting fits within the MBA and
the GT models. Each fit is not the “best” fit of the data.
Rather, it is meant to show that with a reasonable set of
parameters, one can reasonably well fit and correctly model
the very broad range of temperatures over which the catalyst
ripens with nearly constant rate using the MBA model 共but
not with the GT model兲. These fits for the lowest coverage
curve have been presented previously.43
The adjustable parameters used in this MBA model were
physically reasonable too: Etot = 327 kJ/ mol and P = 4
⫻ 1012 s−1. Prefactors for metal atom migration steps on surfaces 共P兲 are typically found to be 1012 − 1014 s−1.36,60–63,65
Because ⌬Hsub for gold is 368 kJ/ mol,52 the best-fit value of
Etot共327 kJ/ mol兲 implies that Eads − Hsm is 41 kJ/ mol, which
is also quite reasonable given that Eads for Au on alumina
was estimated to be ⬃30 kJ/ mol by modeling of nucleation
kinetics,70 that the diffusion activation energy of a metal
monomer on the support 共Hsm兲is small, and that DFT calculations give a value of ⬃56 kJ/ mol for Au on TiO2共110兲.71
As discussed previously,43 the GT model does not fit this
lowest coverage data as well. More importantly, the parameters needed for the GT fit are not reasonable. For example,
the value of Etot 共240 kJ/ mol兲 implies that Eads − Hsm is
128 kJ/ mol, which is clearly larger than even Eads 共see
above兲. The GT model could not be made to fit the data
significantly better with more reasonable parameters.
Figure 10 also shows the simulations of TP-LEIS for the
two higher initial Au coverages, assuming the same values
for these parameters in both the MBA and the GT models as
used to fit the lowest-coverage data. These parameters do a
poor job of fitting these higher-coverage data in both models.
As shown in Fig. 11, the higher-coverage data can be well
fitted with the MBA model if we assume that p remains
constant at its low-coverage value 共4 ⫻ 1012 s−1兲, but that Etot
decreases below the low-coverage fit value of 327 kJ/ mol, to
293 and 280 kJ/ mol, for coverages of 0.39 and 0.75 ML,
respectively. A higher effective value of Etot at lower Au
coverage is actually expected, since the metal atoms in the
smaller islands 共at lower coverage兲 feel more stabilization by
defect sites on the oxide surface. Metal islands are well
known to be stabilized by and nucleate at surface defects
such as oxygen vacancies and steps,11,64,72–75 particularly for
Au on TiO2共110兲.37,76–78 At lower coverage, the metal atoms
in islands are, on average, more affected by defects. The
model above does not explicitly consider the effect of such
defects, and so it is expected that some minor increase in Etot
with decreasing coverage should be necessary.
As also shown in Fig. 11, the corresponding GT model
gives a poorer fit to the higher coverage data even when Etot
is allowed to vary to achieve the best fit. Again, this highlights the importance of the better estimation on the particlesize dependence of the metal chemical potential in the MBA
model.
We also performed simulations like those in Fig. 11 but
wherein we assumed that the initial particle-size distributions
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FIG. 11. A comparison of experimental TP-LEIS data 共at 1 K / s兲
for Au particles on TiO2共110兲 with the MBA and GT Ostwald ripening models. Same parameters as Fig. 10, except here the MBA
and GT fits at the two higher coverages were improved by allowing
Etot to be adjusted as a fit parameter 共since it should decrease with
coverage due to the decreasing role of defect sites兲. Best fit values
were, from the bottom curve up, 0.13 ML: Etot = 327 kJ/ mol 共MBA兲
and 240 kJ/ mol 共GT兲; 0.39 ML: Etot = 287 kJ/ mol 共MBA兲 and
220 kJ/ mol 共GT兲; and 0.75 ML: Etot = 263 kJ/ mol 共MBA兲 and
210 kJ/ mol 共GT兲.

were Gaussian in volume 共rather than in radius兲. This broadens these radius distributions to smaller radii, which resulted
in a slightly better fits to the data at all three coverages than
shown in Fig. 11, while at the same time requiring less variation in Etot 共now only from 327 to 300 kJ/ mol with increasing coverage兲.
To simplify the models, we have ignored above the effect
of a known tendency for Au islands on TiO2共110兲 to thicken
without any increase in volume per island 共i.e., to evolve
toward an equilibrium shape兲 as temperature is
increased.15,79 We assumed here that the islands already start
out in their equilibrium shape.
We now address the implications of these models with
respect to long-term sintering predictions for an initial Au
coverage of 0.13 ML. In practice during industrial catalyst
development, one would hope to use a kinetic model to
simulate the short-term sintering data, and hope that it makes
a good prediction for long, industrially relevant times, like 1
yr. We treat Figs. 10 and 11 as the “short-term” simulation
here, and use its resulting fit parameters to predict sintering
for 1 yr at 700 K. Note that both the best-fit MBA and GT
model give nearly the same dispersion after the short-term
sintering to 700 K 共Fig. 11兲. The results of stopping the heating ramp at 700 K and then holding the temperature at
700 K for 1 yr are shown in Fig. 12. As can be seen, the
dispersion predicted by the GT model decreases to only 30%
of that predicted by the MBA model. More importantly, the
resulting average particle size increases to over 9 nm diameter after 1 yr in the GT simulation, whereas it remains below 3 nm in the MBA simulation, as shown in the resulting

FIG. 12. Predictions of the Au particle dispersion versus time
within the MBA and GT models for the long-term sintering of
0.13 ML of Au on TiO2共110兲 at 700 K. Same parameters used as
obtained from fitting the short-term data 共i.e., the bottom curves in
Figs. 10 and 11 that were fitted to experimental TP-LEIS data兲.

particle size distributions in Figs. 13 and 14. This is a dramatic difference, given the fact that 3 nm Au particles on
TiO2 are very active in low-temperature CO oxidation but
6 nm particles are nearly dead.37,38 If one were trying to use
such simulations to guide industrial research, the GT prediction would cause one to conclude that this is a bad catalyst
not worthy of further research, whereas the MBA prediction
would give one great hope for this catalyst. This again highlights the importance of this new, more energetically correct
kinetic model.

FIG. 13. Predictions by the MBA model of the Au particle size
distributions for 0.13 ML of Au on TiO2共110兲 after sintering at
700 K for different times up to 1 yr. Same parameters as Fig. 12 and
the bottom curve in Figs. 10 and 11.
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tering occurs by Ostwald ripening.80–82 One can see that is
not true when one includes the proper kinetic rate laws and
particle-size dependent energetics. The derivation of the lognormal distribution assumes that the probability that two particles agglomerate is independent of their size.80,81 This is
clearly not the case, since Eq. 共20兲 implies a very strong
particle-size dependence. Thus, we conclude that, in this size
range below 6 – 10 nm in diameter, one cannot use the shape
of the particle-size distribution to determine sintering mechanisms. This is consistent with a recent study of sintering
mechanisms and particle-size distributions using electron microscopy by Datye et al.19
IV. CONCLUSIONS

FIG. 14. Predictions by the GT model of the Au particle size
distributions for 0.13 ML of Au on TiO2共110兲 after sintering at
700 K for different times up to 1 yr. Same parameters as Fig. 12 and
the bottom curve in Figs. 10 and 11.

The particle size distributions in Figs. 13 and 14 show
that the initial Gaussian distribution broadens with time and
becomes asymmetric, with greater width on the lower-radius
side of the maximum in both models. The width of the distribution is predicted with the MBA model to broaden much
less compared to the GT model, for the same extent of sintering 共i.e., for different times that result in the same final
average radii兲.
These size distributions show that there are serious problems with the widely used classical method for determining
the sintering mechanism based solely upon the shape of the
sintered particle-size distribution. Basically, that method
claims that the distribution is log-normal 共i.e., has a sharp
leading edge and a long tail to larger sizes兲 if the sintering
occurs by particle diffusion/coalescence whereas it has a
long tail to small sizes and a sharp trailing edge when sin-
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We have used TP-LEIS to study the sintering of Au particles on TiO2共110兲. The temperature range for sintering was
experimentally found to be much broader than could be explained by earlier Ostwald ripening kinetic models. We have
derived kinetic equations for sintering that include more accurate particle-size dependent energetics, based on microcalorimetric data for the heat of adsorption of a metal on an
oxide substrate. With this model, the temperature range of
ripening could be broadened such that it accurately corresponds to the experimental data. This kinetic model for Ostwald ripening accomplishes this using physically reasonable
parameters. We therefore expect that this model will be much
better for predicting long-term isothermal sintering kinetics
of catalysts based on short-term measurements. This could
have a positive impact on testing and development of new
catalysts.
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